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1.      The primary  aim of industrial development is to increase output and income, 

net to provide jobs.    But it is not a matter of indifference whether the path of 

development is one that leaves many people without work, or one that provides many 

new jobs quickly,  utilizing a country's human potential as fully as possible for 

deve?opinent.    Governments that have subscribed to the United Nations Charter and to 

the Constitution of the International Labour Organisation (ilo)  have recognized an 

obligation to do all in their power to provide productive work for those who need 

it,  and the International Labour Conference in 1^ adopted a Convention and a 

Recommendation concerning Employment Policy which called on Member States to 

declare and pursue as a major goal an active policy designed to promote full, 

productive and freely chosen employment. 
2.     This paper advances six propositions and comments on them.    The propositions 

are: 

(a) The industrial sector in developing countries provides directly only 
limited employment in proportion to the amount of capital invested, but 
makes a long-run contribution to the solution of employment problems to the 
extent that it promotes rapid economic growth and development. 

(b) If too much weight is given to short-term employment considerations, 
countries may choose a product-mix and types of technology that do not make 
for rapid growth. 

(c) If too little weight is given to shoi t-term employment considerations, 
countries may choose a path of development that leaves large numbers of 
people unemployed or under-employed and fails to make full use of their 
human potential for development. 

d)    Countries have accordingly to determine what their policy towards 
employment in the context of industrial development is to be;  a useful 
distinction car be drawn in this connexion between relief-oriented employment 
on the one hand, and production-oriented employment on the other. 

(e) The first and major element in a developing country's policy towards 
employment in the context of industrial development should be to make sure 
that all labour that can be employed productively in the industrial sector 
is employed; and steps should be taken to implement this policy. 

(f) Some forms of international action may be helpful in this connexion. 

3.     These propositions will be taken up in turn. 

/ 
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long-run contributi — *- the   -..lull r _Z7 °"D1tal invited, but .akP, „ 
ProUs rm<„ ^Q^^rZjrg^ 
;••      It is well knoTO that in most ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

md stry, particularly pescale mcdern lndustryj  ts conside M ^ 

apiculture and services.    !„ India,  for exa^e,  „^ fe _ 

average capital per worker (at I960/61 prices) In »Bmllf    *     . 
^   ^ ^    '       prices; in    manufacturing and power" and in 

mining in I960/61 were,  respectively,  Rs 3,812 and Rs 2 28Q " «" ;,ui¿anaHs 2,209 as compared with Rs 732 
in.gr culture, Hs 2)390 ln "trade nnd servloe„ ^ Rs ^ ln tr 1/      ß 

China (Taiwan) in I96I, average capital investment per person employed in 

manufacturing industry was »8,cco, whereas the corresponding figures we-e 

^20,900in wholesale trade, $ltt2,6oo in retail trade and $1W2,3CO in miscellaneo^ 

service industries.^/   m italy, the »Vanoni plan" estimated the capital directly 

needed for the creation of new jobs over the period 1955-1964 at 10 million lire 

Per job in industries with heavy capital requirements, I.5 million lire in other 

industries and the handicraft sector, a,* 1.0 million lire in tertiary activities .2/ 

"nLT   Tr be n0ted that Wlthln the lndUStrlal SeCt0r' the <^ "* •*r 
tenta to vary between different branches of manufacturing and often also between 

establishments of different si.es.V    Prom the ve., rough estimates of the growth 

of manpower requirements in certain Key industries in Africa, Asia and Latin America 

rom 1965 to 1975, contained in another IL0 pa^r prepared for the Symposium,*/ it 

is clear that these industries can be exacted to absorb no more than a small 

proportion of the projected increase in the labour force. 

^   feop°mic Survey of As<a and the Far East, 196-i ín„u,k„v    io«l 
(United nations publication, Sales No?:é¿.il.f.i)!^      ' 19é6)' p- 10 

g/   General Report, I96I, of Industry and Commerce Census of Taiwan. 

^   W^Ì T^CT r, "^j""» •* M^t w, ^  

(Geneva, ' ^ ?. r ^ UlL^   '^      °H«tives In Economic Develon^nt.. 

57    Entitled »Skill Requirements for Industrializctton»  (document ID/cOHF.l/jl). 

/... 
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5-      A aajor reason  for the unemployment and under-employraent prevailing In so 
•» developi„g countries ls the  rery fact ^ thejr ^^ _ ^^ 

e ;::;: :?ct yet having ievei°^th* ^^ -—«- *»«**£, 
xnfra-structure of power and trankt and other forms of capital equiPment 

:T\:T 
mi md ~ive use * *—<*——~ 

he extent   hat industrialization contratos to economic growth and development, 

ir;: r r r.the creation °?°nditions in MA
 ****"* ***** -— easUy be solved » the future.    (This is „0t, of cou.se,  to say that  all industrial 

Projets, even if badly chosen, will necessarily contribute to growt, and 

development,    still less is it to say that well-chosen projects in other sectors 

are not a^o needed for growth and development; hut this pater is concerned with 
the industrial sector.) 

countriis l^J^^rtlTT/? Sh0rt;tP• T1-^ «-""-" — rnpld growth P•H.-t-mix and types of teehno1nffy that do mt m.t. ?!. 

6.      The ability of a progne of industrial development to contribute in th- Ion« 

run to the solution of e^Xoyment problems may be impaired if too »ch weight is 

«iven to short-term employment considerati^ in the choice of industria!    1    ts 
«- techas,   if p.ople « glven unpralucuve work to J «-«t. 

uch low productivity  that what they produce is worth less  than the incoi £ 

Cive in return for producing it,*/ these incogs will have to be found,  in part 

at least, from sources that could have been used for other purposes, including 

nvestment.    Xf wa^es,  or  subsidies to the self-employed, were paid at the e^nse 

of inves ment,  this would tend to slow down growth.    As was Pointed out in a 

recent ILO report: 

it i/verVÄfui 32EÎSTS •t£ &<%? *° Sf* "" "* °f ^h' growth creates —nloraent   it \=^L!T! for weif „e.    Furthermore, since 
»a*e for a l-tl^^^I^A^ ^^ ^ * »"<* »^ 

course be conducive to long^erm¿ow^í T Í    t
productl°n-      It »ay of 

Indust^ during a„ initiants• iTu is ejected °ï "ÏSldUe aB lnfsnt 

stand on its own feet.) expected, in time, to be able to 

/. 
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lu,   is  not  the  tame  thing as   to  say  that  it should   necessarily he  -n 
'•''It   tlV°   0,/0i1^  U)  strive  for  the   highest  possible   rate   of Le.tnenï 

with ,   view  to maximizing the  rate  cf  Rrowtn.     The      ^  rf ^ Den 

abundance  lor  the next  generation might well be tighten belt s  and a more 
unequal distribution of  income  in  this   generation  (because  many peopWould 
be  .left  under-employed)  than a country would wish  to have.     Put most 
developing  countries  feel  that to attain  their social obieotives      hey 
need   a   ente   nf   .^^ufh   r,^+   „-i~    i_..x    „      . .. ' n°'    ult> 

7/ 

7 

need a rate  of growth not  slower but  faster  than at present.   anJ'for thi- 
purpose  need  a high  rate  of  investment,   even  if it is  not   the maxLl rate.I 

The  important questions  in deciding what   industries  should  be  set up  (the 

choice of products)  and what  techniques  to use   (the  choice  of me the Is)  seem to be, 

not hew many jobs will be directly provided  in  the short run, but how much inccme ' 

will be generate directly and indirectly in the long ran,  and hew much of this 

will be ploughed back for further investment.     It  is the answers   to these 

questions that determine the increase in output of consumer and  capital goods 

venerated by an  investment project,  and the magnitude of the demand for labour to 

make the goods,  though this depends also upon the techniques of production. 

„„„„•^    Jf too little weight is given to short-term employment  considerations 

IT. I!?' maV        °3e a Path °f '^SSSt-teS   """»« W numbers of S^fF' ^^^or^^r-e^oye, ^ „„J, tQ make  mi use o- their humafì   V^ 

S.       It is not a matter of indifference whether  the path of growth  and deve! oTment 

is  one that provides many new jobs quickly or one that leaves many people for many 

years with no productive work to do.    The problem of finding useful and productive 

work for school-lexers and others who need  it  is  causing a great many Governments 

a great deal of anxiety on social and political grounds.    Cementing on the view 

that high capital-intensity is desirable  in developing countries  a. a source of 

profits and therefore of savings and investment,   Professor Arthur  Lewis has 
observed: 

!I°i!?Htely,/hf POlÌCy WOUld be fe»si*le only if the   labour surplus 
remained disguised and could therefore be  ignored;   it is not practicable when 

devS    yed fe "r** the StreetS and bur*ling ^ ho^L.    Most 
^        p^ î?•1*1*8 hfve J* g^e the highest priority to p, oviding employment 

yelrs'  tS      8/        maxin,lzing ^^"Hiption or income or employment in ten 

7/    International Labour Office:    Employment and Economic Growth  (Geneva, 1964), 

8/    Lewis    w,  Arthur.     "A Review of Economic Development".    Richard T.  Ely Lecture 
n*    African Economic Review - Papers and Proceedings. May 1965, p.  il*. 
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Le J a matter °f ^^^ considerations of economic 

e    1      ;    t 
0ng"term SCClal Welfare t0 —~ - ^rt-ter» social 

w Ifare     For there are reasons for thi„Ki„g that, often, fewer Jobs ^ ^^ 

than would be advantogeous even fro, a strictly economic point of view (see 
paragraph 10 below). {See 

c¿i te draw, tn this comeCJ?-, ^ n L Tr *T   1S       b'! a U5*fli1 ^~<"""-. 
and Broduct,on.^lented ^¡^^'J^ylm** «"*¿-"* on ... -„rTrr^ 

«11 ^l101!"8 C°UntrieS Cam0t ""^ a ÏOllCy 0f ïr°Vlding j0bS » * '«- of 
h r r:of the vaiue or iaok °f vaiue °f ** *• ~ *« t0 «* 

extent that countries can provide productive Jobs in the sense of jobs yielding 

roducts .hose value exceeds their costs, they can avoid having to choo e 

ensures to increase e^ent aM rasures to increase production and real 

Tllli  the s,, „es „in serve both purposes.    Creation of product      . 

or, „ted employment is o^ite a different matter from creation of relief-oriented 

entent.   And if an intelligent and vigorous search is „ade fo, ways   f 
Prov d n, producttve uork for those who need it> it is ^ 

countries, neglected and unnoticed opportunities for making productive use of 
under-employed manpower rill be found. 

10.    For several reasons, it is likely that less labour is employed in the 

TZTr8eCt: (and ln °ther **«'> <* —-« countrL^hÚ wol be 

i ht POlnt 0f VleV °f PrcdUCti0n - —h ^ -«out giving any 
"eight to employment considerations.    If these factors making for excessive 

rap^- „tensity in the industrial sector in developi„g countries   ZL 

zzTcit °:h
industry as a direct " - **•—- —ly greater than it is.    These reasons include: 

advantage. ^ ^       ßrOUnds of Prestige as distinct from economic 

(b)    Asymmetry of promotion of th#» uao ^        tJ. -, 
This has at least ?„o facrtsf 0aPital and labour "actively. 

27 s^^iätf^js^^ürr*!— f°- countries. ries and technology in developing 
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The fact that the managers or directors who decide how much labour 
to employ may be, or may be advised by,  engineers from industrially 
advanced countries whose training predisposes them to regard "labof. 
saving"  and "efficient" as virtually synonyrccun terms, while in 
countries where labour is plentiful and capital scarce, it would be 
more appropriate to identify efficiency with the saving of capital; 

The fact that labour-saving ideas  are more often than not embodied 
in saleable pieces of capital equipment,   sales of which are 
assiduously promoted;   "replacing, capital with labour,  however, 
may take more than a purchase /of equipment/ - the manager might 
have to be converted to the subleties of efficient organization, 
a far more taxing achievement". 10/ 

(c) Related, to the last point,  there are the difficulties of handling a 
large labour force, and lack of experience of the problems of doing so. 11/ 

(d) The fact that it is easier to reproduce existing designs than to work 
out afresh the technical problems of designing a production process;  the vast 
bulk of technological research is carried out in industrially advanced 
countries with a view to solving problems encountered in those countries, 
and the most appropriate technology for countries in which unskilled labour 
is plentiful and capital is scarce may simply not be known. 

(e) The fact that "up-to-date" modern equipment may be imported under 
foreign aid programmer in which donor countries require that eo.xLpment be 
purchased from them (aid "with strings"). 

(f) Tax incentives to reinvest profits; benefits are obtained if machines 
are bo>ight, but not if workers are hired. 

10/    Strassmann, P.    Technological Change and Economic Development,  Coruell 
University Press  (Ithaca, N. Y.),  chap. V.    The author illustrates the point 
by referring to one of many United States exporting firms which "has a large 
sales force abroad armed with ingenious literature to coax entrepreneurs into 
adding instrumentation to their plants.   In Mexico,  the company conducts 
training courses in the use of instruments sold.    That kind of salesmanship is 
laudable.    But who provides it for the unskilled worker?" 

11/   Strassmann (loc. cit.) quotes as a by-word among industrialists in a Latin 
American country the sqying,  "menores obreros, menores problemas" (fewer 
workers, fewer problems).    He points out that both entrepreneurial hostility 
and benevolence towards labour tend to yield the same reaction:    mechanization. 
"The hostile entrepreneur sees each worker as a potential troublemaker and 
wants fewer of them.    The benevolent manager does not like to run a sweat-shop, 
exploiting his men's poverty with back-breaking antiquated methods."    Nobody 
would advocate the retention of dangerous or unhealthfui jobs, but dangerous 
or unhealthfui features of Jobs can often be eliminated by providing 
relatively inexpensive equipment without abolishing the jobs themselves. 
Plagued by breakdowns and lack of spare parts, many maintenance engineers in 
under-industrialized countries must have been tempted to develop a slogan: 
"Fewer machines, fewer problems". 
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11.     It  is believed that there is  so much to he done in developing countries  in 

makmg sure that the employment of labour does not faU short of the level that 

-ould mak, for optimum Ero„th  that attention can,  and should for the present    he 

concentrated on  this problem.    The present paper,  according,  does not attempt 

to go further than this or to discuss whether,  and  in „hat circumstances    lt 

»iBht be reasonable to forgo a certain amount of growth  in exchange for a certain 

amount of short-term employment by accepting a path of development  (as determined 

by decisions  reading the prcduct-mix and the choice  of  techniques) that would 

not be optimum from the point of view of growth    hut  tv,.* 
oí   growtn,  but that would provide more  lobs 

moro quickly than the growth-optimum path would do. 

employments "''..g-^lNÌTT!1?j" ,» V»1^ "»*"'• -"~ *' *- 
all labour th,t. r^^^J^^^t^Ti?.  ° °^ ^EJEEthjt 
and  steps  shoula_be_taken_to  implS^^thrZn"Z "  " ^   °eCt°T 1S "P1^ 

1?.     This   calls  for lengthier and more extensive comment thnn the very brief 

treatment accorded to the first four propositions. 

13.     in the light of „hat has been said above,  the first and major element in a 

country's  policy  towards  emploient  in the context of industrial development seems 

non-controversial.     It would seem that every Government,  and especially 

Governments  facing a prüblem of surplus labour, would wish  to do all they  -an to 

~»e  sure that as much  labour as can productively be employed  is employed in the 

industrial  sector  (and,  of course,   in other sectors).^    ^ „e 

proving a larger number of productive jobs in the industrial sector of 
developing countries? 

Ik.    So far as this is a matter of choice of products or of technolo• -  including 

^ppropriate, the installation of equipment that is second-hand / or not of 

127 ^ZlT^\l^ZtlTrsZ^ Whaw-fOT the -* *«. *° * 
this are not examinedïn'he plesenî pane"     LYZ^ Î«*0?»1"« *» 
Growth, op,  dt, , chap. VI. P p    "    See Employment and Economic 
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the latest design -  the  subject has been covered in another ILO paper for the 
15/ Symposium.— 

15. But finding ways  of using more labour to save scarce capital is not only, 

perhaps  not  even main]y, a matter of installing less  costly equipment which needs 

more labour to operate  it.    Less  attention has perhaps been given to the scope 

for productively using more labour in conjunction with given equipment.     There 

are three possibilities that are worth looking  into in this connexion. 

16. The  first one is more intensive staffing to reduce the idle time of machines. 

The more  costly a r achine, the more important  it is to keep it continuously 

working,  even if this means that  some of the men operating it are less than fully 

employed.     A major reason for low productivity in many developing countries seems 

to be the high proportion of idle time of many machines.    The optimvm degree of 

intensity of staffing existing equipment,  as well as the optimum choice of 

equipment,  depends on the ratio of wage rates to interest rates.    A research worker 

who visited glass-bottle factories in Mexico and Puerto Rico found that in both 

factories: 

The mechanism for stacking hot newly moulded bottles on to a conveyor going 
into a cooling oven was often out of order.     In Mexico, two men with tongs 
were always on hand to supplement the machine.     In Puerto Rico, with wages 
almost four times  as high,  such standbys were uneconomical and the glowing 
bottles went down a reject shoot until the mechanism was replaced or 
repaired, ih/ 

17. On at least one occasion, an ILO productivity team,  investigating a textile 

plant in Pakistan, recommended the taking on of more workers in order to increase 

productivity. 

18. The second way of getting more output and providing more employment with 

given equipment is to prolong the life of the equipment by better maintenance.    This 

can perhaps be regarded as a variety of more intensive staffing. 
15/ 19. Third,  there is the possibility of organizing multiple shifts.—¿/    If an 

expensive machine can be worked for twenty-four or even sixteen hours a day, 

1?/   Entitled "Progressive Industrial Technology for Developing Countries"   (document 
ID/CONF.l/B.17). 

lU/   Strassmann, op.  cit. 

2¿/   For details,  see M.  Kabaj,  "Shift-work and Employment Expansion",  in 
International Labour Review,  vol. 91> No.  1, January 19^5« 
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instead  of eight hours,   there will be  a considerable increase in output and 

*mrl'.yn.,nt  in relation to annual capital costs  -  interest  and depreciation.     This 

wouli  b,  true even  if the length of life of the equipment  depended strictly upon 

the number of hours it had been in use,  and nothing else.     In this  case, there 

would  be no saving on depreciation by substituting three  shifts for  one, but 

interest charge,  *ould be cut by two thirds.    At the other extreme would' be a case 

in whir* the effective life of a machine depended entirely upon its  age, and not 

at all upon how intensively it was used;   this  is the case with any machine that 

becomes  obsolete while it is  still in perfect physical condition.    In this  case 

two thirds of the  depreciation as well as two thirds of the interest  charges would 

be  saved.    In the more usual case where the effective length of life of a machine 

depends partly upon its  age and partly upon how intensively it is used, the saving 
would be somewhere between these two limiting cases.^ 

^ ^ä"S sarria) •nK
s;rse th,at the •for * <**** 

í H? Li; if" =»"5 ss« ¿? - 

a one-shift system, „ould be scewhfre bet^n ttTf^ifÄt^* *"* 

Cost of machine(s) 

Case  (a) 
Interest 
Depreciation 

Annual capital cost 
Case  (b) 

Interest 
Depreciation 

Annual capital cost 

3 machines 
and, one 
shift 

$ 

(300,000) 

2^,000 
33,333 
57,333 

24,000 
33,333 
-2L233 

1 machine 
and three 
shifts 

$ 

(100,000) 

8,000 

5It333 

8,000 
11,111 
19,111 

m) 
$ 

i6,coo 

38,222 
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20. There would seem to be much scope for extending multi] lu -h i ft;- in industry 

in developing countries, if the various difficulties in the way of doinr so - 

which probably are particularly great in smaller firms - can be overéeme. 

Since they seem to offer such a promising way of gettia- more output and providing 

more badly needed jobs with the same amount of capital, the reasons why multiple 

shifts are not more widely used are worth investigating. 

21. One important reason no doubt is that night work creates difficulties for 

many workers and disrupts their normal living ~ycle. Housing conditions for 

industrial workers in developing countries (and also in developed countries, for 

that matter) are generally not conducive to rest during the day, and transport 

and other facilities needed by workers on night shifts may be lacking. These 

difficulties may be reduced if a two-shift instead of a three-shift system is 

worked - for example, with work starting at 5 a.m. and stopping at 9 p.m.  Other 

difficulties may be eased by initiatives taken by employers (perhaps in co-operation 

with local government authorities) in matters relating to canteens, transport 

and housing.  Even so, workers who have a choice between working an ordinary day 

shift and working an early or a late or night shift on equal terms are likely to 

prefer the ordinary day shift. Eut fer itany workers this is rot the choice; the 

choice is rather between working an early or late or night shift (at least 

intermittently, if shifts are rotated), and not having a job at all. These workers 

would clearly be better off and would be able to make their contribution to the 

development of their countries if a systematic effort were made to overcome the 

obstacles in the way of operating a multiple-shift system, and the savings in 

capital costs leading to higher profits would make it possible to offer premium 

payments for working night shifts. 

17/ D.N. Dhar and H.F. Lydall found that only twenty-five out of 206 small 
enterprises in India worked two shifts, mostly with the owner's son or 
brother in charge.  See their The Role of Small Enterprise in Indian Economic 
Development (New York, Asia Publishing House, 19&2), p. 56. Stras smann 
(OT. cit.) found that, in a sample of industrial firms in Mexico, l8 per cent 
of small firms, 35 per cent of medium-sized firms and 65 per cent of large 
firms operated multiple shifts. But 8l per cent of the firms operating 
multiple shifts did so for compelling technical reasons, such as keeping 
furnaces going overnight. 
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?2.     A second  reason  for the lifted   resort  to multirle   .hl.t,   ,        „     „ 
a  shortage  of  various  tv: es  of > undoubtedly 

the ^t  portant  Ky 1 S/^^ ^     **-*"«  -,   no doubt,   amor, portant  key personnel^       Who  is  to  x    }. 
shift.   :articularly  in a small  r    ;     . °°nd °r third 

^ a SII,a11 family business?    In  ^irtrl„ „. 
- no lndustrlal tradition, labow macc "h"e th"«ls "»* 

Austria! Ufe needs much supervlsior„   aM u is  c      ^ ^ ¡ «"  •"» - 

-ta»lv ,ualiflc, superases even for one shift    'Z ^    ^ ^ 

-J.     Process-planners „ay he another catererv of •„„, 
The „re ,=sin„ cf BaterlalB  „„ the       *              °    «      -rsonnel ln ahort  supply. 
j , t'^autuion oi   component^   in   üM . 
departments  of  ~.   • innt  „PPH  +    i ^«errc.   m  different 

*ottle„,.^ nor  ,u r  le      , e0-°rdlnated » «»t there are „either uui   surpluses that cannot pncii., v,„    J. ^ . ^-cuüiot  easily be stored.     If  th*.   ííM 
departments  ret   out  n-r ofOT,      j different ''tl  nuz oi   step under a one-shift   <,„„•. 
* - emergency,  organi, an occasiona /^ ^ ^ •~ - —P3 
"nable it to catch ux,      Th.      • ^ de^tment so as  to 

- ~ —:h
fiL : •:::: rvrv -— ~ 

standstill. ' Wh0le plOTt ma^ be brought to a 

21*-     Yet again,  maintenance and rermir «~ -    t. 

processes.     Under a one shift        t "^ '""^t "ith C0"«"— 

maintenance can take pa T ' ^ • * ^^ ^ •«• can take place during intervals between shifts       with        t- 

operations, preventive .aintena.ee has  to he dovetaile      1 t T^ 

or »stakes leading to breakdowns may involve a st Carelessness 

be much more costly than under I ^ °' *"' "h°le KOrts «* y      an under a one-shift syrtem. 
«.     Tims,   for various  reasons, multiple  shifts are li»h,     •     • 

«fWties for management.     The difficuitie    o    1 lnV°1Ve ^^^ 

-y sixteen hours  a day.  are  less tha* the        f ^      ^ l^"" «*- 

» is true that the advantages are also less    but v I SM" «"**- 
still be obtained, and a t»o shift       • * EUbstantial «vi»«, could 

. -*. -*« -'«-u'r rir zi:;; p•e •"-•"-to 

- for worker,  to b„ largely elated or I J^^^Z " "^ 

18/    Described by Strassmann,  op    cit      ««  "      u 
economic development".      -^^-^ '  as    Perhaps the greatest bottleneck in 

/•• 
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"•« J"1   ' ;..; L jr.ent  in  the  .i ndustrinl  sector in ways  tn-t will  prem-, te, 

..moa ir.   economie  grewt::.     For  th.e various reasons   examined ti.us   far,    io;:s 

.m.ji'yr:.ent  nay fce provided  in  the   industrial sector ef developing  countries  t 
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un 

it  W'',.!.'  te  remunerative   (both.  to   an  individual entrepreneur and to   society .iz 

whil.)   tc   provide,   at Kast  if  certain difficulties  coal -\ to  cv.-rct.ne.     hut  there 

is  tv_   :urt> or puint  t .at  employment ti.at it wculd be  s. dally wc rth-w.nlie  to 

pr<vhh.   -   in  tine  sense ti.at what would be produced wculd have  a value  -"ivat..:-   nan 

its  co. t » 1" production to  society as  a whole  - may net be remunerative   L<   pi ivate 

entrepreneurs. 
20 / 

¿7«     It   que te   from anot' er  ILO  publication:—- 

"In a market economy,   employers must closely compare  return- and costs 
measured in terms of money....    However,  the pricing system will promote 
.c ncmically rational decisions  if, tut only  if,  money costs  accurately 
measure  real costs,   so that what an employer has to pay tc  employ la h cur or 
Lx.riow capital reflects  t.neiv true scarcity cr abundance. 

"But there can hardly be said to be an organized market  era market price 
:'cr capital in many developing countries.    Finance maybe made  available  from 
public  sources or with a government guarantee  for  some privileged types >_f 
investment in the modern  sector at rates of interest lower than would nave 
.ad to be paid  in an open market,  while usurious rates may be payable in the 
traditional  sector.     While  rates o? interest   foi   certain  types  of borrowing 
may  fail  to  reflect the true  scarcity of capital,   wage rates on   cae other 
hand may fail to reflect an abundance of unskilled labour.    Wagen have to 
be looked at from two points of view - as an   income and as a ccst.    As an 
income,  wages in developing countries are often barely,   if at all,   sufficient 
tr   enable  even urgent needs  to be met.... 

"But if there is much unemployment or underemployment,   even very low 
wages may overstate the real cost of employing labour,  in the  sense of the 
value of the alternative production tnere would have been  if the worker had 
not been employed where he  is.    The value of the alternative production 

19/    Document  ID/C0NF.1/B.17. 

20/ Employment and Economic Growth, op. cit., pp. 137-138« For an interesting 
discussion of imperfections in labour and capital markets, cee Ctrassmann, 
op.  cit.,   chap. V. 
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^fTif ". «r^^Ä'Se^^^ "T" «" —, wiH 
greatly underemployed. 21/ ••Pl°yed,  and may be very low If he was 

regarle" aTinXefarT^TlTtt* * Tí "^ EUggeSts that «*• 

Ü i ""H deal °f emPhaSlS ÍS lald °n thlS ^ in an0th- Itó ^ *eallrg »th the choice of industrial technology,  but it is equaliy relevant te  t, . 
Paper.    If the ratio n*> T V relevant to the present 

Zn it L       V COStS t0 CaPltal COStS  in *»» <* —y were lower 
than it 1S,   entrepreneurs would more often find it profitable • I 
intensive staffi•   >, +,. profitable to resort to more 
work T -xntenance of expensive equipment and atipie shift 
w*.    Governments may wish to take account in their employment policy I   t 
comnon distortion of the structurp nf , • * PC-i-icy cf this 
ri*- -  . structure of prices and costs  in developing economies 
(This point is elaborated below.) économies. 

on the wages prevailing, particularly J^Z^'J^^T" 

zxz :r:t:r:;:; 
inr nr ^ -* -*« ^-:ci:ln 

~ies.    m a nulblr J^ ^^¿T 7 ^ 

»ore employ or hlgher wa.es for those already ImpZd ' "^ 

30.    If it is the policy of a Government to do an   * + 

labour is employed in the industrial se to   Ï cM •      ^ "" " *"* 

the above analyse suggests that st^p     a^en to ZT^l ' " ^^ *"" 
4««i  *    AL 

P t0 inpleff'ent such a policy should include the following: *  snouid 

^   ^.^JX^Äei; rbetonlT thf — - °—ed. 
to move in order to take it up SS ÌMÌ^TÌ?^ °n the Spot' workers "Ul have 
If they move to towns    they wL^ve L^t    "^ C°8t8 °f tran*P°rt. 
and other forms of social capital    \ìl Ì1 'T*** *lth sonewh^e to live, 
training wh.ch,  however desirable* dít? ^«o need various forms of        ' 
these things will make demandfon'r s^ces^h^WÍthüUt ~.t..    All 
to society. n resources which will constitute real costs 
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(a) Promoting awareness on the part of the managements of industrial 
enterprises,   public and private: 

(i)    of the   importance rf keeping employment considerations in mind, 
along with others, when taking decisions  relating to the composition 
of output and the techniques of production;  22/ 

(ii)    of the  fact that opportunities for the productive employment of 
labour  in industry depend not only on the choice of products and 
technology,  but also on exploring the scope for more intensive 
staffing,  better maintenance of existing equipment and an increase 
in shift work. 

In countries where national or regional Productivity Institutes or Management 
Development Centres have been set up,  these provide channels of approach and 
technical advice to both public and private industrial managements,  and it 
seems appropriate that in their work considerable emphasis should be given 
to employment considerations.    Otherwise,  efforts to increase productivity 
may make for unnecessary redundancy and dismissal of workers,  and if these 
workers cannot find other jobs,  any increases in productivity that may be 
achieved are likely to be dearly bought in terms of welfare. 

(b) Governments might wish to investigate systematically,  in co-operation with 
employers'  and workers'  organizations,  the reasons why multiple shifts are 
not more widely employed in industry, with a view to finding ways of overcoming 
the difficulties  that at present stand in the way of making wider use of them. 

(c) Again in co-operation with employers'  and workers'  organizations, 
Governments might wish to try systematically to identify the categories of 
key personnel,   shortages of whom constitute major obstacles to the employment 
of more labour in  industry.    Supervisors,  process-planners and maintenance 
men may be among these categories,  but there may be others equally or more 
important. 

(d) Having identified these categories of workers,  Governments might wish: 

(i)    to estimate the numbers in each category who should be trained in 
order to meet present and foreseeable future needs; 

(ii)    to organize, or to assist entrepreneurs to organize, "crash" 
training programmes as an emergency measure and longer-term 
training arrangements to ensure that the supply of personnel in the 
key categories will keep pace with the demand for them. 

22/    The issues raised by this point are discussed in the paper, "Progressive 
Industrial T°chnolugy for Developing Countries"  (document IT/CONF.I/B.17). 

/.. 
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(g)    Governments may wish to take due account,   in decisions affecting wages, 
of the effects of wage increases on employment opportunities.  2k/ 

(f )     ucme forms of international action may be helpful in this  connexion 

31.     While a policy to  employ more labour productively in the industrial sector 

would need to be implemented primarily by direct and indirect government action in 

the country concerned,   some forms of international action may be helpful in this 

connexion.    These may include the following: 

(a) Ine-easing the emphasis Placed,   in the work of the international technical 
cc-operation missions concerned with management development or productivity 
improvement,  on searching for opportunities for the productive employment of 
labour in industry. 

(b) Increasing the emphasis placed,   in the work of the international technical 
co-operation missions concerned with vocational training, on identifying and 
training categories of key personnel,   shortages of whom constitute obstacles 
to the employment of more labour in industry. 

(c) International lending through such agencies as the International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development and regional development banks might 
include the employment potential of various investment projects among the 
criteria for lending.    Lower rates of interest might be charged on loans 
granted to finance projects that promise larger increases in productive 
employment than others.    In pre-investment feasibility studies of projects 
carried out by lending agencies,   careful consideration might be given to 
alternative and more labour-intensive possibilities of production. 

(d) A main reason for under-utilization of industrial capacity in a number 
of developing countries is the shortage of imported materials,   intermediate 
goods and spare parts  (which together might be called "maintenance"  imports) 
due to lack of foreign exchange.    This,   for instance,  appears to be the case 
in India.    Where such bottle-necks are important,   it is worth-while to examine 
whether,  in providing international capital aid to the country concerned, 
some shift of emphasis might be called for as between the financing of 
formation of fixed capital and the financing of expansion of maintenance 
imports caused by the growth of industrial capacity.    With regard to Asian 
countries it has been observed that: 

2hJ    This subject is discussed in another paper,  "Wages and Industrial Development" 
(document ID/CCNF.I/B.3.6), prepared for the Symposium by the International 
Labour Office. 
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Foreign aid  is  a. way  out of this difficulty and has  been so used by 
many countries.    But  the preference of  the donor  countries for 
specific -pro, jf^t  aid  has,  on balance,   led to  a greater expansion of 
the demand for imported  maintenance materials  than the increase  in 
the  free aid which  can be utilized for  the purchase of these materials. 
Thus,  when a scarce   resource  is provided from abroad,  the donors do not 
seen to devote  much  care  to ensuring  that  the  resource  is fully 
utilized. 25/ 

In such cases,   a more  balanced distribution between specif ic-project  aid  and 
capital aid that is not  tied  to specific projects could, by making available 
to the  country more foreign exchange for financing maintenance imports,  go 
seme way towards bringing about fuller utilization of existing capacity and 
a greater immediate increase in employment in the  industrial sector,  although 
the  longer-term solution would depend much on the development of industries 
to provide import substitutes,  and on export promotion. 

(e)    An increase in employment in the industrial sector,  as in any other 
sector, will lead to  an increase in demand for food.    The difficulty of 
providing a commensurate  increase in food supply,  especially in urban areas, 
is often a constraint on  the rate of growth of industrial employment.    While 
most developing countries have taken steps to expand their programmes of 
agricultural development,   it will be some time before  these programmes  can 
yield  the expected additional food output.    During this interval,  an expansion 
of international food aid,  more particularly through the World Food Programme, 
could be of material help to those countries  in raising the level of industrial 
employment without risking  inflation. 

(f )    For countries in process of industrialization where labour is plentiful 
and capital scarce,  the comparative advantage of international trade in 
manufactures normally lies with products requiring relatively more labour 
and less capital.    It has been observed that: 

There is evidence that comparative cost conditions are changing to the 
advantage of the newly developing countries as regards the production of 
certain manufactured goods, particularly those requiring a good deal of 
labour,  such as textiles, clothing,  ceramics, pharmaceuticals,  light 
electrical material and some types of durable consumer goods such as 
bicycles and sewing machines. 26/ 

The development of industries manufacturing labour-intensive products for 
export markets to earn more foreign exchange would at the same time provide 
more opportunities for industrial employment that promote economic growth. 

25/    Economic Survey of Asia and the Far East, op. cit., p. kl. 

26/    Employment Objectives in Economic Development,  op.  cit., p. 127, 

/... 
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The developed countries could do much to help realize this potential comparative 
advantage by admitting manufactured exports of developing countries more freely 
to their markets. 

(g)    As indicated above, because of the lack of adequate technological 
research, the most appropriate technology for countries with an abundance 
of labour and a scarcity of capital simply may not be known.    In order that 
the technology adopted in industrialization may correspond more closely to 
their relative factor endowments,  these countries will have to make special 
efforts to promote technological inventions and innovations directed at saving 
capital and naking more productive use of the available labour.    There is, 
however,  a limit to national efforts.    Furthermore, many technological 
developments of this nature might be expected to meet the similar needs of a 
number of developing countries.    As emphasized in the ILO paper on the choice 
of industrial technology, 2j/ there seems to be, therefore, a particular need 
for concerted international action to foster such inventions and innovations, 
including increased technical co-operation by international agencies in these 
fields of activity. 

21/   Document ID/C0HF.1/B.17. 
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